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Pupils of the Week 

7G Rafael — For his book review made to camera 

7J 
Desire — For a great attitude towards working 
in the morning 

7L Lucy — For asking for help when needed 

8J 
Aaron — For his calm and helpful behaviour in 
class 

8R Sumaya — For good work in music 

9A 
Meshach — For independently choosing 
appropriate topic books to read for literacy 

Y9 Selim — For better focus on his classwork 

10R 
Rumana — For reading her book whenever she 
can 

10RM 
Naieem — For improving in swimming and 
getting more confident.  

11C 
Reggie — For making his decorative coronation 
crown  

Y11 
Alim —  For good behaviour and listening in 
class 

12C 
Abdul — For excellent self regulation in trying 
situations 

12L Bobby — For his great work in music technology 

Y12 Naiim — For great work in all subjects 

13K 
Ramaah — For having mature conversations 
with adults 

13L Tiarnie — For being more mature around school  

14R 
Anthony — For consistent behaviour and a 
mature attitude 

14S 
Caroline — For over and above help in the 
classroom 

                     Star of the Week 

Musa—7J 

For improving his transitions between 
different lessons 

Dear parents and carers, 

 

I’m writing the newsletter from Kingswood where I’m 
on residential with 14R. We’re all having a great time 
despite the patchy weather! We’ve taken part in a 
range of activities including giant Lego, bingo and 
archery! Our pupils are wonderful ambassadors for 
Highshore and we’ve spent some time with pupils 
from another SEN school who have been very 
friendly towards us. We return to school Friday 
evening.  

 

Next week Ali and Steph are taking 14S and a mixed 
sixth form group to the Isle of Wight for the whole 
week. Our residentials are an important part of our 
programme and we’re grateful to colleagues who give 
up their time to accompany our young people.  

 

We  held our coronation tea parties in classrooms last 
week due to the weather. While it was disappointing 
that we couldn’t all be together in the playground 
pupils had a lovely time.  

 

Have a good weekend,  

 

Eileen 
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The Coronation at Highshore! 


